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English Term 3 Exam
Examination Preparation (Vocabulary / Writing / Grammar)



Exam Theme (Coursebook Unit 8)

• Environment   Science   Looking Back



Vocabulary Preparation
Environment / Science / Looking back



4

word class definition sentence

determined adjective
wanting to do something
very much, and not letting
anyone stop you

They were determined to find a
solution to the problem.

Men, Mohamed Hassan, 2018, Pixabay

Diploma, Clker-Free-Vector-Images, 2014, pixabay
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word class definition sentence

poisonous adjective
containing a substance that
can make you very sick if
you get it in your body

We found poisonous gases in
the house.

Air pollution, Lilly Cantabile, 2018, pixabay

Scorpio, Josch13, 2014,
pixabay

Mushrooms, Jazella, 2019,
pixabay
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word class definition sentence

organic waste noun phrase remains of natural living
things

We can put organic waste on
the soil to help the crops grow.

Fruit Dump, Myriam, 2021,
pixabay

Compost, Mel Green, 2021,
pixabay
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word class definition sentence

sympathetic adjective
to understand and care
about other people’s
problems

She was very sympathetic to
their cause and gave her
support.

Happens, Elisabeth, 2015, pixabay
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word class definition sentence

concerned adjective worried I am very concerned about
global warming.

Stickman, Clker-Free-Vector-Images, 2014, pixabayIndustry, Ralf Vetterle, 2016, pixabay

Hands, Shameer pk, 2018, pixabay
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word class definition sentence

guarantee verb to promise that something
is true or will happen

The scientist couldn’t
guarantee that the new fuel
was safe for the environment.

Percentage, Muju_pixel, 2021, pixabay

Guaranteed, Marian Anbu Juwan, 2021, pixabay
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word class definition sentence

species noun a group of plants or animals
that share similar qualities

They have discovered a rare
species of bird in the Amazon
rainforest.

Donkey, Albrecht Fietz, 2020, pixabay Zebra, Lynn Greyling, 2017, pixabay
Iceland, Rebekka D, 2016, pixabay
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word class definition sentence

agriculture noun

the work and methods of
growing crops and looking
after animals that are then
used for food

There have been many
technological advances in
agriculture.

Dates, Inactive account - ID 12019, 2013, pixabay

Shepherd, Amber Clay, 2012, pixabay
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word class definition sentence

genetically
modified adjective

the process of changing the
genes (parts which control
particular characteristics) of
plants or animals

Scientists created the first
genetically modified vegetables
over 50 years ago.

Apples, Valter Cirillo, 2020, pixabay
Modified, Arturs Budkevics, 2016, pixabay
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word class definition sentence

consume verb
to use something, e.g.
burning fuel or using wind
for energy

When we consume fossil fuels,
we pollute the planet.

Fuel, Iade-Michoko, 2016, pixabay Lightbulb, Colin Behrens, 2018, pixabay
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word class definition sentence

controversial adjective causing a lot of
disagreement or argument

When the government
introduced a pollution tax, it
was very controversial.

Hand, Inactive account - ID 422737, 2015, pixabay

Hand note, ID 422737, 2015, pixabay
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word class definition sentence

picturesque adjective describing a place that is
attractive to look at

He owned a picturesque farm
in the mountains.

Hotel, George Paris, 2021,
pixabay

Switzerland, Inactive account -ID 12019, 2016,
pixabay
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word class definition sentence

non-toxic adjective
not poisonous or not
containing poisonous
substances

He used non-toxic paint to
decorate the baby’s bedroom.

Barrl, OpenClipart-Vectors, 2013,
pixabay

Sign, Clker-Free-Vector-Images, 2012,
pixabay Splash, Edwin P M, 2017, pixabay



• https://quizlet.com/
_dcj0jt?x=1qqt&i=32p7jt

17

Let’s practice:



Section A: Writing
Narrative Writing



Elements of the story (PLAN)

Setting: Time & Place

Conflict & Resolution: Problem &
Solution

Characters: (Names and appearance)

PLOT: (Beginning ; Middle ; End

Theme: (Message of the story)

Point of view: (Who is telling the story)



The plot of
the story

1. Exposition

2. Rising Action

3. Climax

4. Falling Action

5. Resolution





Writing: BONUS Marks (10)

Part 1: 2 Marks            Part 2: 3 Marks       Part 3: 5 marks

Prediction                    Justify                          Planning

Use the information to
continue the story. What
will happen next. You
must use the information
given and build the story
further.

State your reasons why
you think the story
continues this way.

Provide clear evidence
from the story to prove

your answer

Complete your
planning about your

story:
Beginning – Middle -

End



Part 4 – Full essay (200 words)
(25 Marks)

• WRITE the
story from the
beginning to
the end.

• Follow the
bullet prompts

Beginning Middle End



Writing Prompt!

Laila had never been more anxious in
her life. She had just spent the last five
endless hours trying to get to the
airport so that she could travel home…

Questions:



Part 1 (2 BONUS POINTS)
Continue the story (What would happen next?)

Laila had never been more anxious in her life. She had just spent the
last five hours trying to get to the airport so that she could travel
home…

Writing

Prompt

The weather was getting worse. The snow was falling so thick that the driver had to
stop three times. Laila was worried about her flight too. She tried to call her parents,
but her call wasn’t going through.
The driver told her, “Miss I am afraid that I will no longer be able to drive you to the
airport, plus I honestly think all flights will be cancelled, this weather is crazy today.”
“Oh no!” said Laila, I have my sister’s wedding to get to! She is my only sister and I
have her dress! This is a disaster!”
“Well,” said the tax driver , “I am sure your sister will understand”
“Sir you don’t know my sister, she is crazy, she will kill me!” said Laila anxiously. She
tried to call her mum again, still no signal.



Part 2 (3 BONUS POINTS)
Justify my answer
(Why did I choose to write this?)

Laila had never been more anxious in her life. She had just spent the last
five endless hours trying to get to the airport so that she could travel
home…

The weather was getting worse. The snow was falling so thick that the driver had to
stop three times. Laila was worried about her flight too. She tried to call her parents,
but her call wasn’t going through.
The driver told her, “Miss I am afraid that I will no longer be able to drive you to the
airport, plus I honestly think all flights will be cancelled, this weather is crazy today.”
“Oh no!” said Laila, I have my sister’s wedding to get to! She is my only sister and I
have her dress! This is a disaster!”
“Well,” said the tax driver , “I am sure your sister will understand”
“Sir you don’t know my sister, she is crazy, she will kill me!” said Laila anxiously. She
tried to call her mum again, still no signal.



Part 3: Planning (5 Bonus Marks)
Write the plan for the rest your story

• Laila had never been
more anxious in her
life. She had just
spent the last five
hours trying to get to
the airport so that
she could travel
home…

Include information about:

• What lead to Laila’s
anxiousness?

• Why had she spent five
hours to get to the airport?

• How she got home?
Beginning , middle , end



Part 4: Write your final essay
200 Words: 25 Marks
• Laila had never been

more anxious in her
life. She had just spent
the last five hours
trying to get to the
airport so that she
could travel home…

Include information about:

• What lead to Laila’s anxiousness.
• Why she had spent five hours to

get to the airport.
• How she got home.



Writing Example 2
Part 1: Prediction (2 Bonus Points)



Part 1: Rubric for prediction question
(2 Bonus Marks)



Part 2: Justification (3 Bonus Marks)



Part 2: Rubric for Justification question
(3 Bonus Marks)



Part 3: Write a plan/draft (5 Bonus Marks)

Beginning  - Middle  - End



Part 3: Planning (Beginning / Middle/ End)



Rubric for planning (5 Bonus Marks)



Part 4: Write your final draft
200 words (25 Marks)



Identify and
distinguish
between
the
elements of
plot
structure.



Writing Marking Rubric – Final Essay



Analyzing the writing process to
draft a narrative essay.



Analyzing the writing process to
draft a narrative essay.



Identifying the sections
of a narrative essay

Mood:





The narrative thesis

Intrigued

Fascinated
Captivated
Enthralled
Titillated

Absorbed
Charmed



Analyzing the writing process to
draft a narrative essay.



Analyzing the writing process to
draft a narrative essay.



Analyzing the writing process to
draft a narrative essay.



Analyzing the writing process to
draft a narrative essay.



Remember
Analyzing the writing process to
draft a narrative essay.



Part 2:
Reading & MAZE



Section B: Reading & MAZE
Information Text / Narrative Text



Scannin
g

Skimmin
g



Purpose: to convey
knowledge about a
topic from someone
creditable about
that information to
someone less
knowledgeable
about the topic.
 

Informational
Texts



• Facts, statistics, true
information

• Explains or gives the
audience information
on a specific topic

• AKA expository or
informative writing

• Examples: Textbooks,
cookbooks,
informational
brochures, etc.

Informational
Texts



1. Clear Purpose
• What is the author

trying to inform or
explain?

• Evidence supports
purpose with facts,
statistics, examples,
etc.

• Three different kinds
of purposes when
addressing an
audience:
– To inform
– To argue/persuade
– To entertain

• What type of evidence
does the author use? Is
this evidence creditable?

Characteristics of an Info.
Text



3. Intended Audience
• Who is the author

talking to or writing
for?

• What can you
assume about the
audience?

• Is the audience
educated? How old
is the audience?

Characteristics of an Info.
Text









Grammar    Coverage
Explanation / Videos / Practice links





Follow the Classkick link for your grammar
Practice

• https://app.classkick.com/#/public/assignments/
AYSo9hyMS9G_XdcK9mp81Q



Future Perfect tense



Video Explanation



Coordinating conjunctions

Fanboys



Video Explanation



Adjectives:
Comparatives



Video - Explanation



The first conditional
(Will absolutely happen if the condition is met)



Video Explanation



Past
Modal
Verbs



Video Explanation



Past perfect Passive voice



Video Explanation


